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Founded thirty years ago, NATO was not as relevant as its founders surmised nor is its relevance equal to present claims, at least with respect to the Soviet threat. Of course 1949 was the height of the Cold War and 1979 is marked by detente. Stripped of rhetoric, the two conditions are not all that dissimilar. Cold War and detente are two sides of the same coin: conflict between the US and USSR primarily; NATO and Warsaw Pact secondarily.

Obviously, conditions have changed since 1949. New weapons systems have been introduced and the Soviet military power and role have achieved essential parity with the US. But the most fundamental transformation involves Germany. I have argued elsewhere that the true raison d'être of NATO was Germany, not the postulated Russian threat. France and the Low Countries particularly sought to commit the US presence in Europe to police Germany whose renaissance was prompted by the Americans. US participation in NATO was a condition required by the French and others for acquiescence to German remilitarization and alliance.
While wary of US motives, the Russians were somewhat reassured by American "guarantees" against German revanchism.

The primacy of the American role in those early postwar years would be difficult to exaggerate, particularly in the economic sector. Noted economists were among those who asserted that a new era had begun when America would not be vulnerable to challenge, that the US economy would always dwarf other economies forever. No one believed that European states would regain their earlier lead although Britain was thought to have an outside chance of achieving a role of some importance.

Thirty years later such views seem naive, incredible and even nonsensical. They demonstrate anew the dysfunctionality of projections of trends and conditions even when based upon "hard" economic data. US economic supremacy was obviously unchallengable in 1949 or for the next decade; however, in part cushioned and projected by the US, Germany and Japan embarked upon a level of economic growth that far exceeded any expectations.

Until recently, the "Vietnam era" usually is cited as the watershed, American economic hegemony was operant throughout
non-communist areas of the world. This was particularly true in Western Europe where American economic penetration was reinforced by US political, military and strategic hegemony symbolized by NATO, but not preserved by it.

Four principal factors have contributed to the relative denigration of the US role in Europe:

1. Gaullism and its successors;
2. OPEC
3. The British Mailai se and
4. German economic resurgence.

While interrelated, each is a significant element which might have sufficed to diminish the American role.

Beginning in France under De Gaulle’s presidency, Gaullism’s principal exponent today is likely to be Britain. Gaullism stressed the independence of each member of NATO from the US. It reasserted nationalism when all save for De Gaulle paid homage to Monnet’s grand design. De Gaulle understood that European integration was a dream, not a policy and that pursuit of the dream diverted attention from the burgeoning American penetration and control of Europe’s economies.
Championing "L'Europe des Patries", developing the "Force de frappe", evicting NATO offices and personnel and vetoing British accession to the Treaty of Rome dramatized French independence from the US, while France carefully retained membership in NATO. De Gaulle stressed the primacy of (French) national interest while promoting continuation of the alliance and of the US role in Germany.

The impact of the threatened Arab oil embargo during the Yom Kippur War (1973) coupled with OPEC success in cartelizing the world oil market reinforced burgeoning national separation from and identification with the US. It was apparent that each of the European states had to make its own deals with Arab oil producers else it suffer interruption as a consequence of American policy. And the vulnerability of American re-supply to Israel was magnified by the refusal of all European allies to permit US use of their bases for such effort. Only Portugal permitted transshipment
and that was prior to the Portuguese revolution. None of the structural changes made since 1973 has lessened the impact of the changes wrought upon the US - European relationship resulting from the above events.

Of the third factor listed above, the British malaise, little need be said. Whether Britain's economic misfortunes result from poor economic management, excessive welfare stratification, low and declining productivity or from archaic labor practices, Britain's role in the world economy has declined, is declining and will likely continue to decline despite North Sea oil and policy pronouncements. The structured weakness of the pound sperling, declining level of living, industrial competitive disadvantage combine to heighten perceived insecurity compelling British attempts to follow an independent course at a time when such independence is not very fulfilling. Not even Churchillian or Rooseveltian metaphor is available
to succor the public with dreams of better times. And memories of special relationships with the US that never were, offer no compensation since the US is perceived in apparent decline.

British participation in the EEC is ambivalent at best. Harmless as it is likely to be, the European Monetary System is deemed too confining. Certainly if the pound appreciates, British participation would be stronger. The relative strength of French and German economies irritates and exacerbates the sense of inferiority.

The fourth factor, German economic resurgence is the most important of all. Until recently, at international meetings, one was always aware of the preoccupation of Europeans with the pervasiveness of American economic hegemony. Largely unnoticed, the US economic role in Europe has been succeeded to by the Federal Republic of Germany. West Germany is the strong man of Europe. The Deutschmark provides the underpinning for
Most of the Western economies including those of the Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium, Luxembourg and even France.

German policy re the DM has benefitted from American experience since the dollar continues as the reserve currency in Europe. Reserve currencies are very vulnerable to policy changes including collateral attack as the British learned and Americans are learning.

Recent German "immunity" from inflation results in large part from policy initiatives (distortions) entered into at the expense of the US and, to some extent, the UK, Canada, Italy, et al. FRG economic policy discourages imports and encourages experts while resisting pressures to permit the Deutschemark's becoming a reserve currency. This is part of the motivation behind German championing of the EMS. If European Currency Units (ECU) take the place of dollars as
SOME HOPE, PRESSURE ON THE DOLLAR WILL ACCELERATE WHILE THE
DM WILL STILL BE PROTECTED FROM OVEREXPOSURE AND VULNERABILITY.

FOR THE NEAR TERM, THE POLITICAL ECONOMIES OF EUROPE WILL
BE DOMINATED BY WEST GERMAN ECONOMIC POLICY. AND GLOBAL TRADING
PATTERNS WILL REFLECT THE VACILLATING FORTUNES OF THE AMERICAN
DOLLAR BUFFETED BY THE WINDS OF CHANGE IN EUROPE AND ELSEWHERE.

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR NATO HAVE BEEN AND WILL CONTINUE TO
BE PROFOUND. POLITICAL, MILITARY, AND STRATEGIC POLICIES
CANNOT BE INDEPENDENT FROM ECONOMIC POLICY. CHANCELLOR SCHMIDT’S
ASSERTION OF A POLITICAL ROLE ARISÉS NOT BECAUSE THE STAKES FOR
GERMANY NO LONGER PERMIT THE GAME TO BE PLAYED AS IF GERMANY
HAS NO POLICY. OF COURSE GERMANY HAS HAD POLICIES SINCE
CHANCELLOR ADENAUER; THE SELF-EFFACING RELUCTANCE TO BE
FORTHCOMING HAS BEEN REMOVED.

DETENTE, WE SHOULD REMEMBER, RECEIVED ITS IMPETUS FROM
CHANCELLOR BRANDT’S OSTPOLITIK INITIALLY CONDEMNED BY DR. KISSINGER.
Detente continues to be the most important factor for Germany because she is so exposed. But detente for Germany requires stronger, more assertive policies by the US.

Unilateral cancellation of the B1 bomber and neutron warheads, apparent vacillation in Angola, Somalia, Iran and Korea all endanger detente because they diminish American bargaining power to entice the Russians to lessen their military buildup.

Henry Brandon said it this way: "What has profoundly upset Schmidt is what is perceived here (Bonn) as a basic and misguided change in US foreign policy toward the Western allies, namely Carter's reluctance to assume responsibility for the stationing of medium-range nuclear ballistic missiles in Europe".

Schmidt has argued that Russian introduction of SS-20 missiles has altered European theater balance and that the Europeans need their own medium-range deterrent capability.
Carter's response to Schmidt's Alistair Buchan lecture (October 1977) was to say that if the Europeans want such a special deterrent, they should assume full responsibility for it. This reaction was viewed as an abdication of American leadership because in the past the US always accepted responsibility for strategic decisions.

The tension between the US and Germany is palpable and results from changing political-economic realities more than from differences between Schmidt and Carter. Schmidt is said to be disillusioned in the process of European integration leading to an EEC with real political power. Brandon quotes a "senior aide" to Schmidt: "We don't want to see (EEC) develop into a technocratic Europe, mainly concerned with the development of steel, alcohol or agricultural markets. We want it to give Western Europe a greater political vitality, not just a network of rules of how to operate markets."
Schmidt is concerned by British "insularity" in EEC and with UK failure to support an enhanced political role for Europe.

To Germany, the champion of British accession to EEC, turned to France whose hostility to the US since De Gaulle has continued unremittingly. So, too, has Germany pressed for the EMS, hoping it would provide the needed impetus for progress in developing a European Community.

More important, EMS was, according to Schmidt, "an attempt on Bonn's part to lose the stigma of being a suburb of Washington.

It is for this reason also that we try to decouple ourselves from the dollar".

EMS is not likely to make Schmidt less restive because it is not likely to be significantly more effective than the snake. The political economy of W. Germany requires German assertion of leadership because Germany has most to lose and because funding
APPROACH ES ALTERNATIVE TO THE US ARE AVAILABLE TO GERMANY ALONE IN EUROPE.

THE VITALITY OF WEST EUROPE, Sought by Schmidt must be provided by Germany. American initiatives in Europe must reflect German policies else they will be frustrated by German non-participation. Tensions between the US and Germany must be expected to increase since such a transfer of power must produce anxiety in both partners.

And tensions with the USSR are likely to increase for historic and geopolitical reasons. If Schmidt is correct in his assessment of the need for a European deterrent to the SS-20 and if the US continues to refuse to take responsibility, will Germany assume the burden? If Germany remains convinced of the need and of US reluctance to provide the means to meet this need, we must anticipate German willingness to do what is necessary. And what is necessary for Germany may not be
NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE FOR THE U.S.


WHILE CONFLICTS IN REGIONS BEYOND NATO'S TERRITORIAL
JURISDICTION NEVER APPLIED DIRECTLY TO NATO, US HEGEMONY
POSTED STRATEGIC MODIFICATIONS UPON THE ALLIANCE. THIS
NO LONGER HOLDS; INDEED, THE US TODAY IS THE TARGET FOR
PRESSURE BY THE FRENCH AND GERMANS PARTICULARLY TO MODIFY
AMERICAN POLICY IN REGIONS QUITE DISTANT FROM NATO.

GERMANY'S NEW STATUS IN NATO AND THE WORLD REQUIRES
STABLE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE MAJOR POWERS AND INCREASES
FRG STAKE IN DETENTE. GEOPOLITICAL VULNERABILITY REQUIRES
GERMAN SEIZING OF INITIATIVES WHICH MAY MAKE STABILIZATION
QUITE TENOUS. WERE GERMANY TO DEVELOP A UNILATERAL
RESPONSE TO THE SS-20, THE EUROPEAN AND GLOBAL BALANCE WOULD
BE ALTERED SIGNIFICANTLY.

GERMANY'S NEW STATUS CAUSES STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE
ALLIANCE THAT ARE NOT AMENABLE TO COSMETIC CHANGES IN THE
ALLIANCE'S ORGANIZATION. TO BE SURE, GERMANY WOULD BE MORE
SECURE IF RESPONSIBILITY FOR STRATEGIC MODIFICATIONS WERE
BORNE BY A EUROPEAN ENTITY OR BY THE US - GERMANY'S POSITION
would be less exposed. But the realities of the situation, and this is terrible frustrating for Schmidt, indicate that a unified European response is not at all likely nor is the United States likely to act as a surrogate for Germany.